USB POWERED SPEAKER

FEATURES
- Metallic Body
- Uni-Body Design
- Volume Controller
- USB Powered
- Extra Lightweight Radiator
- Back-to-Back Speaker Alignment

ZINC METALLIC SHELL
The Oval-shaped Zinc shell is acoustically designed to perfectly converge sound waves. The Zinc is used in the outer shell of the SP703 and as it has a high molecular density and high resonance rate. The result is a clear, strong sound.

EXTRA LIGHTWEIGHT RADIATOR
Lightweight material is used in the radiator, allowing a powerful Bass effect with minimal aero-momentum.

BACK-TO-BACK SPEAKER ALIGNMENT
The Speaker and Bass Radiator are aligned back-to-back so the sound waves produced from the speaker directly strike the Bass Radiator to create maximum effect.

SPECIFICATIONS

Speaker:
Dimension: 142*72*145mm
Material: Aluminum, Zinc, Composite
Weight: 956 g
Sensitivity: 89 dB +/- 3
Signal to Noise Ratio: 60 dB
Frequency Response: 60-20K Hz
Rated Power: 2.5 w
Maximum Input Power: 5 w

Cable:
1 x USB Power Cable
1 x Stereo Line
Cable Length: 1200 mm
Connector: 3.5 mm Stereo